RegDBOnline
Online source of regulatory information for chemical substances
SAVE TIME AND MINIMIZE RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH REGULATED
CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FROM A SINGLE MANAGED SOURCE

BENEFITS
 Ensure products can be sold
into current or new markets
 Provide access to regulatory
information to colleagues
beyond EHS
 Gain insight on regulatory
restrictions, labeling
requirements, export
notifications, and inventory
reporting

In a constantly changing and evolving regulatory landscape, it is essential
to have access to key regulatory data in order to ensure your business
can thrive and expand.
Sphera’s RegDBOnline® is a comprehensive online regulatory database
for Environment, Health, Safety (EHS) and Transport information for
chemical substances. With an intuitive, easy to use interface and built-in
search engine, RegDBOnline enables you to quickly access information
for more than 300,000 chemical substances.
RegDBOnline eases the burden of consolidating regulatory information
on a global scale and significantly reduces the complexity by providing
one centralized source for both government and industry guidelines. With
content covering more than 50 countries, the managed regulatory
content provided supports companies with global operations to assess
marketability and address legal obligations proactively.

 Keep up to date with
individual country GHS
classifications and REACH
registrations

Having access to up to date information is critical to supporting your
business decisions. Each regulatory list provided in RegDBOnline is
monitored and updated on a regular basis to ensure the most current
and accurate information is available.

 Comply with transport
legislations for the storage,
use and transport of
dangerous goods

Inconsistencies and gaps in published regulations often add to the effort
required to find and analyze the correct information. RegDBOnline
enables better decision making by supplementing published regulatory
information with expert value added data. Additionally, it facilitates
research by offering extensive translations of phrases, terms and
substances and offering a simple concise view into all legislative data.

 Support your SDS production

RegDBOnline is part of the comprehensive Product Stewardship solution
that supports your product compliance and stewardship processes from
end-to-end.
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With RegDBOnline you can…
Quarterly Data Updates
Wide Range of Regulatory Data










National Inventories
TSCA, AICS, KECI, DSL etc.
Occupational Exposure Limits
OSHA, NIOSH, EU etc.
Transport
IMDG, IATA etc.
Health
WHMIS, IARC, ISHA etc.
Country Specific
TSCA, CFRs, OELs, WGK etc.
Industry Specific
FDA, IFRA, CEPE, GADSL
Chemical Control
REACH, Biocides, CEPA etc.
Environmental
Montreal Protocol, UNEP,
Clean Air Act, etc.
Substance Toxicity data
RTECS, AQUIRE etc.

Improve the efficiency of your research
 Leverage flexible search capabilities to quickly filter through
hundreds of regulations and pinpoint the chemical substance data
most relevant to your needs. Searches can be easily created or
combined based on any number of criteria such as geographic
areas, regulation type, chemical names or standard identifiers such
as CAS and inventory numbers.
 Reduce the requirement of researching and then consolidating
information from many different regulatory websites or other
sources. RegDBOnline provides a consolidated view of chemical
regulatory data such as classifications, thresholds and restrictions
from one source.
Stay current and compliant with hundreds of regulatory lists around the
globe
 Decrease the burden of identifying changes. RegDBOnline has a
continuous monitoring process and content is updated by our
experts as changes are made by regulatory authorities. These
changes are easily identified through features such as update and
effective date search functionality.
 The content provided is regularly expanded to cover new regulatory
lists such as emerging national inventories, country specific GHS
classification and more.
Get access to information beyond regulations
 Gain additional insights on chemical compounds by accessing
information provided by Sphera experts. They systematically assign
specific substances to groups of chemicals (e.g.: Cadmium
compounds), saving you time and effort.
Provide Corporate-wide access to a single trusted source
 By virtue of online access, your regulatory affairs, R&D,
procurement, industrial hygiene or product compliance departments
will all have access to a common and up-to-date knowledge base
providing consistent information.

www.spherasolutions.com
For more information, email us at:
operationalexcellence@spherasolutions.com
ABOUT Sphera Solutions
Sphera is the largest, global provider of
software and information services in the
operational risk, environmental
performance and product stewardship
markets. For more than 30 years, we have
served over 2,500 customers and +1
million users in 70 countries optimize
workflows and navigate the complex and
dynamic global regulatory structure.
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